
Dear Penny, 
 
Here is my brief update for Friday's meeting of the MSFAG. Both Chris Angus and Stewart Fyfe were in 
last night's meeting of the AMPC when Rural Deans gave their interim reports, so will be able to fill in 
any gaps or expand on any of the points. Overall, I would say a) that Deaneries are taking the exercise 
seriously b) that they are endeavouring to address the missional issues and not just the organisational 
ones c) are making progress (to varying degrees) on 'shaping' MCs, and will have made further progress 
on that by the September AMPC meeting and d) are raising questions, concerns, problems with a 
constructive mindset. There is a strong feeling coming through that the overiding imperative is to do the 
exercise well for long term benefit, rather than rush it without laying adequate foundations. So, in brief 
summary: 
 
Appleby 
 
The Shaping Group has met 9 times. It has both Methodist and URC representation, though the 
Methodists appear to be working to a longer timescale. There has been a major data collection exercise 
and some mapping of social and geographical alignments. A small group has met with all PCCs to explain 
the background to the exercise. The Shaping Group (which is predominently lay in composition) is about 
to consult on a proposal that there be 2 MCs, one in the north and the other in the south of the 
Deanery, each with 2 stipendiary clergy, along with an additional 0.5 stipendiary post in Appleby, a 0.5 
post of Deanery Administrator, a 0.5 Network Youth Church Minister + there are emerging plans for a 
self-supporting pioneering initiative in Kirkby Thore. One of the stipendiaries in each MC will have a 
more pioneering 'edge' to their ministry and the overall pioneering 30% will be achieved by a 
combination of dedicated pioneer posts + pioneering elements with each stipendiary role. 
 
Brampton 
 
The Shaping Group has met 5 times, with both Methodist and URC involvement and engagement, and 
reports from each meeting have been circulated widely in the deanery. Two 'resourcing days' are being 
held in the Deanery to look separately at the concepts of i) mission and ii) community as part of laying 
foundations of understanding at local level. Forty people attended the day on mission, though the 
degree on engagement and enthusiasm varies across the Deanery. Some initial thoughts are emerging 
about MC shapes, based around the existing Borderlands and Eden, Gelt and Irthing units, though there 
has been as yet no detailed drawing of 'lines on maps'. A paper has been produced raising issues and 
possibilities and this will go out for consultation with PCCs soon. This will include an emerging idea for a 
full time youth post which will be 0.5 chaplaincy in William Howard School, (which is a hub school for 
the whole deanery) and 0.5 Network Youth Church Minister, with the intention that the two halves of 
the role will interconnect. 
 
Carlisle 
 
The Shaping Group is predominently clergy, with half the membership being Methodist or URC. The 
Deanery has been considering for some time (independently of the MC Shaping exercise) where staffing 
reductions can be made and within what groupings, and this has been the basis for current discussions 
and for a recent consultation with PCCs. The consultation has thrown up a number of issues i) the 
difficulty of finding natural clusterings in the rural part of the Deanery, made more complex by the 
different current Methodist and Anglican alignments ii) the need for cross-border discussions with both 
Solway and Brampton Deaneries iii) a widespread feeling that the MC model as currently conceived 



doesn't fit the urban context. Of the 24 consultation responses only 1 PCC gave its enthusiastic 
endorsement to the proposals and 16 said an outright 'No'. The RD has raised questions for the MSFAG 
and is waiting for a response before being able to process things further within the Deanery. He is clear 
that there is a wish within the Deanery to be more missionally effective, though he feels that there will 
only be an energy for more fundamental change once the effects are felt of reduced stipendiary 
numbers. My own view is that the Carlisle response highlights the need to think through MCs from an 
urban / large population / larger-church perspective. It also poses the question (for us and for the 
Deanery) of what alternatives there are that are not just a continuation of existing ways of doing 
things…with the same results of membership decline, church closure, and the independent churches 
filling the gaps. Could we conceive of 'Communities of shared interest', with more fluid 'boundaries' and 
clear missional objectives, instead of groupings of contiguous parishes? 
 
Penrith 
 
The Deanery has had a slower start than other (mainly because of the change of Rural Dean), but has 
gathered some momentum in recent weeks with Bryan Gray in the chair. The Shaping group has both 
Methodist and URC participation, with the Methodists as major players locally. Four groupings are 
emerging (one urban and three rural), which align closely with current groupings, and plans are in place 
for four consultation meetings with parishes in June. Supporting papers for these are in the process of 
being prepared. A feature of the proposal is that Penrith itself becomes a hub for the deanery, with the 
possibility of a Deanery Administrator being based in Penrith and serving each of the MCs. This model 
raises some cross-boundary issues with Appleby (ie the relationship between the town and the villages 
to its SE). The Network Youth Church has widespread support in the Deanery and the new Café Project 
will further enhance the scope of its work, with the added resource of 1.5 posts funded (apart from 
housing) by NMS. 
 
So, some good engagement with the issues, and varied progress mainly in the right direction. The key 
issues are i) giving some clearer guidance on models for MCs in an urban context, that have a missional 
perspective ii) clarifying the Methodist timescale and degree of engagement, particularly on future 
staffing and iii) ensuring that we get really good grassroots understanding and engagement. 
 
Hope this helps. 
 
I shall be thinking of you as I drive away on Friday for the first day of my sabbatical! 
 
Best wishes, 
 

Kevin 
 
The Venerable Kevin Roberts 
Archdeacon of Carlisle 
 


